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ABSTRACT
We introduce SciFe, a tool for automated generation of com-
plex structures, suitable for tasks such as automated test-
ing and synthesis. SciFe is capable of exhaustive, memo-
ized enumeration of values from finite or infinite domains.
SciFe is based on the concept of an enumerator, defined as
an efficiently computable bijection between natural numbers
and values from a given set. SciFe introduces higher-order
enumerators which define enumerators that depend on ad-
ditional parameters. SciFe also includes combinators that
can construct more complex enumerators from existing ones
while preserving exhaustiveness and efficiency. SciFe is a
Scala library that implements a domain-specific language.
This tool demo presents an overview of SciFe as well as
its use to generate complex structures such as search trees
and models of class hierarchies. Our experiments demon-
strate better performance and shorter specifications when
compared to existing approaches.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.2.5 [Software Engineering]: Testing and Debugging

Keywords
Enumeration, Test Generation, Property-based Testing, Ex-
haustive Search, Embedded Language, Memoisation, Meta-
programming, Scala

1. INTRODUCTION
One of the challenges in automated testing is automating

the process of test input generation. Test inputs may re-
quire instances of complex data structures such as red-black
trees or models of class hierarchies. Such data structures
have complex structure (defined with typing information)
and are additionally constrained with data structure invari-
ants. A procedure for automated and efficient data struc-
ture generation can have a great value not just in software
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testing [7, 4], but also in software verification and synthe-
sis [10, 12], and software engineering in general [8, 3, 11,
5, 1]. Achieving both the expressiveness for complex struc-
tures and efficiency with such an automated procedure is
a challenging task. Recent advances in automated testing
brought a variety of approaches that differ in the trade-off
between efficiency, flexibility and ease of use [7, 5, 6, 15, 1,
16]. SciFe aims at providing convenient and flexible ways
for expressing specifications for automated, efficient and ex-
haustive enumeration of complex data structures.

SciFe1 provides a framework for enumeration of complex
data structures which allows operations such as efficient di-
rect access to an element given by an index. The frame-
work is based on enumerator objects and enumerator com-
binators. Enumerators are defined as computable bijective
functions between natural numbers and values of the given
(encoded) set of values. Such definition allows efficient oper-
ations such as querying an enumerator for elements at par-
ticular positions. Enumerator combinators provide means
of composing and refining enumerators. With these core
concepts and an extension of higher-order enumerators, our
framework achieves expressiveness and flexibility for con-
structing enumerators that efficiently enumerate complex
data structures.

SciFe allows developers to write enumerators and query
them to enumerate the specified data structures. Using
SciFe, a developer can focus on the important aspects of
a data structure at hand rather than on the mechanical pro-
duction of its instances. Instead of manually constructing
instances, the developer writes an enumerator that can be
queried to enumerate many valid instances that satisfy spec-
ified structural properties and invariants.

SciFe focuses on bounded-exhaustive testing (BET) ap-
proach of generating data, which produces all structures
within the given bound [18]. This approach has the ad-
vantage of high test coverage — it covers all “corner cases”
within the given bound (that could be otherwise difficult
to find and write manually) — and follows the principle
akin to the small scope hypothesis behind model-checking
tools such as Alloy [9]. BET approaches face a trade-off be-
tween expressiveness of specifications and the performance
of their generation. Declarative BET techniques (or filtering
as mentioned in [7]) allow writing specifications as declar-
ative predicates; the tool searches for valid structures that
satisfy them. Constructive (or generating [7]) approaches re-

1SciFe is an anagram using initial letters from “Scala
Framework for efficient Enumeration of data structures with
Invariants”
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quire more instructive specifications on how are valid struc-
tures constructed. In cases of generating complex data struc-
tures with invariants, the former often may allow more nat-
ural specifications but incur performance overheads, while
the later tend to be insufficiently expressive. SciFe enu-
merators are specified in a constructive style, with concise
specifications that are expressive enough for many complex
data structures with invariants.

Enumerators specified with SciFe provide several attrac-
tive properties. Modularity allows treating enumerators as
self-contained building blocks. Memoization allows storing
and sharing computed intermediate results. Random ac-
cess allows random testing, in addition to exhaustive enu-
meration, and fine-grain enumeration, with precise choice of
which instances to enumerate. Note that simple generate-
and-filter random testing approaches stop being efficient in
the presence of complex invariants, because the vast ma-
jority of generated instance candidates fails to satisfy the
invariant. A key aspect of SciFe is that it makes it con-
venient to write generators that take into account the in-
variants during the generation process itself, which makes
generation more efficient.

SciFe is a Scala library that implements a domain spe-
cific language (DSL) for specifying generic, reusable, and
composable enumerators. SciFe fits and interoperates well
with standard Scala constructs. We expect SciFe to be
a useful and practical tool for development and testing of
Scala programs. Furthermore, it gives an example of a high-
performance tool written in Scala: our current experiments
show favorable results when compared to existing test gen-
eration approaches.

2. OVERVIEW OF SciFe
In this section we describe the main concepts and tech-

niques behind enumerators and show examples of their us-
age.

2.1 Enumerators
SciFe enumerators provide ways for efficient encoding and

enumeration of sequences of elements from a particular do-
main. In our framework, an enumerator of elements of some
type T is an instance of trait Enum[T]:

trait Enum[T] extends Function[Int, T] {
def apply(ind: Int): T
def hasDefiniteSize: Boolean
def size: Int }

Note that the method hasDefiniteSize should be used in con-
junction with size, since computing the size of an infinite
enumerator may lead to a diverging computation2. Method
apply defines an indexing function — for a given enumerator
e and index i, e(i) returns the i-th element of the sequence
encoded by e. Method size returns the length of the encoded
sequence — every value from the range (0..e.size) is a valid
input to the indexing function. Enum[T] extends the Scala
function type, thus every enumerator can be viewed as a
(bijective) function from natural numbers to values of type
T. Additionally, enumerators can also be viewed as and con-
structed from Scala collections, and SciFe enables implicit
conversions for the two concepts interchangeably.

2This adheres to the convention of handling infinite collec-
tions in the Scala standard library

name syntax semantics/type

merge x⊕ y
disjoint union of x and y

(x:Enum[T], y:Enum[T])⇒Enum[T]

product x⊗ y
Cartesian product of x and y

(x:Enum[T], y:Enum[V])⇒Enum[(T, V)]

map x ↑ f mapping elements of x with f
(x:Enum[T], f:T⇒V)⇒Enum[V]

filter x � p
filtering elements of x with p

(x:Enum[T], y:T⇒Boolean)⇒Enum[T]

Table 1: Enumerator combinators.

val dates = (1 to 31) ⊗ (1 to 12) ⊗ Stream.from(2014) �
{ isValid( ) } ↑ { case ((d, m), y) ⇒ new Date(y, m, d) }

Figure 1: Enumerator that enumerates all valid
dates, starting from January 1, 2014, as instances
of Java Date class

To go beyond simple enumerators, SciFe adds expressive-
ness by providing a set of combinators that allow compo-
sition and refinement of existing enumerators. The set of
combinators is summarized in Table 1. These combinators
have intuitive semantics and are analogous to common op-
erations defined on collections in functional programming
languages.

2.1.1 Enumeration of valid dates
The following example demonstrates enumeration of valid

Java Date objects, constructed from multiple enumerators
by composing with combinators. The example is given in
Figure 1. We enumerate all possible combinations of values
for date, month, and year by using the product combinator
⊗ — it effectively produces Cartesian product of all three
sets of encoded values (note that since Stream.from(2014) is
infinite, there is an infinite number of tuples of this product).
Then, we filter these tuples with � and function isValid which
determines whether the enumerated combinations of values
for date, month, and year represent a valid date, taking into
account, for example, whether the year is leap. All valid
tuples are then mapped with a function that constructs date
objects.

The code that constructs the enumerator for valid date
objects is specified with an expression that resembles math-
ematical notation. Our DSL enables such constructions by
implicit conversions from Scala collections and rules for ap-
plying combinators. Enumerators can be constructed from
any standard collection. The DSL aims at enabling natu-
ral and convenient ways for defining enumerators as well as
invoking their operations that fit well into Scala programs.
Having the enumerator dates defined in Figure 1, there are
multiple ways for enumerating its elements:

dates.hasDefiniteSize // returns false
for (d ← dates) yield print(d) // prints all dates (does not stop)

dates(209) // gives 209th element (start date of Scala 2014)
for (i ← 0 until 2) yield dates(209+i) // workshop days

Since SciFe treats enumerators as standard Scala collections,
enumeration can be performed by any other standard means
for traversing collections, such as for-comprehensions. Note
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name syntax description/type

merge x⊕ y
point-wise disjoint union of x and y

(x:Depend[D,T], y:Depend[D,T])⇒Depend[D,T]

product x⊗ y
point-wise Cartesian product of x and y

(x:Depend[D,T], y:Depend[D,V])⇒Depend[D,(T, V)]

inmap x ↓ f mapping the dependent argument of x with f
(x:Depend[D,T], f:V⇒D)⇒Depend[V,T]

chain z � x
chaining of z with x

(z:Enum[D], x:Depend[D,T])⇒Enum[T]

Table 2: Higher-order combinators.

that the developer can use standard Scala constructs in the
enumerator definition and SciFe will take care of construct-
ing (or converting to) appropriate and optimal enumerators
according to the given specification (e.g. enumerators for
finite and infinite collections differ in their implementation).

2.2 Higher-order enumerators
In addition to having enumerators as bijective mappings

between natural numbers and values, which we will refer
to as basic, we extend the framework with higher-order enu-
merators. Higher-order enumerators represent bijective map-
pings between values and basic enumerators. They add
the necessary expressiveness to allow defining enumerations
of more complex data structures. In comparison to basic
enumerators, rather than encoding a single set of values, a
higher-order enumerator encodes multiple sets of values —
a set of values per each value in the function’s domain. Due
to resemblance to dependent-type functions (a higher-order
enumerator may be observed as a dependent type function
where the codomain, i.e. the set of values to be enumer-
ated, depends on the argument), we refer to values from the
domain as dependent. Note that this definition does not re-
strict the domain of higher-order enumerators — it allows
them to dependent on arbitrary parameters.

Higher-order enumerators in SciFe are declared as:

trait Depend[I, +O] extends Function[I, Enum[O]] {
def apply(param: I): Enum[O] }

An instance of Depend[I,O], td, is a function I ⇒ Enum[O]

which encodes an inner basic enumerator td(p) for each value
p of the dependent parameter. Effectively, td behaves as a
function D ⇒ N ⇒ S, where D is the dependent domain,
N is the range of the corresponding inner enumerator td(p),
and S is the set of elements encoded by td(p).

Along with higher-order enumerators, SciFe extends the
combinator set with additions shown in Table 2. First two
combinators combine two higher-order enumerators by means
of applying ⊕ and ⊗ pointwise: for each value of the depen-
dent parameter, corresponding inner enumerators are com-
posed. inmap applies f to the given value of the dependent
parameter before querying x; it can be useful in cases where
the dependent parameter needs to be adapted to the de-
sired type. chain allows enumerating elements in the inner
enumerators of y according to dependent values enumerated
from z. This operation effectively encodes a flatMap opera-
tion defined for standard Scala collections.

Higher-order enumeration, with the extended set of com-
binators, provides the necessary expressiveness to construct
efficient enumerators for complex data structures. Such enu-
merators allow efficient enumeration that goes beyond generate-

and-test approach (which generates all possible values and
then filters out those that are not correct); it allows cap-
turing invariants in the generation itself and avoiding the
exploration of unnecessary search space.

2.2.1 Enumeration of binary search trees
We demonstrate the expressiveness of SciFe, including

higher-order enumerators, by enumerating ordered binary
search trees. Figure 3 defines a higher-order enumerator bst

that for a given pair of values (s, r) of type (Int, Range), which
represent the tree size and range of values, enumerates all
instances of Tree, as defined in Figure 2, that are valid bi-
nary search trees of size s and for which integer values of
field v, for any node in the tree, belong to range r. Function
rec, from the DSL, constructs a higher-order enumerator of
type Depend[(Int, Range), Tree] from the given partial func-
tion. Function’s argument is matched to the enumerator’s
recursive definition, self, and its dependent argument, a pair
(size, range).

We generate trees by a case analysis: for dependent pa-
rameter where size s is equal to 0, inner enumerator contains
only Leaf (since it is the only tree with size 0). If s ≥ 1, due
to the ordering property of BSTs, we may observe that value
in the root node constrains values that may occur in the left
and right subtree. Therefore, if the given range of all pos-
sible values for the whole tree is r = (l..u), then fixing a
value m at the root refines range for the left and right sub-
tree, to (l..m− 1) and (m+ 1..u), respectively. Similarly, by
knowing the size of the whole tree and fixing the size of the
left subtree ls, we uniquely determine the size of the right
subtree, which is calculated as s − ls − 1. The enumerator
bst is defined such that it, according to these constraints,
enumerates all possible combinations of m, ls, left and right
subtrees, and combines them to form valid trees.

According to this reasoning, we transform dependent ar-
guments and use them to recursively generate subtrees; for
left subtrees, given range=(ls..m), we compute size and range
for the left subtree as (ls, (range.start to (m−1))) and then use
it to query the enumerator recursively using self. Enumer-
ation of right subtrees is analogous and follows a similar
reasoning. Having enumerators for subtrees, left and right,
defined, we enumerate all possible pairs of left and right sub-
trees with left⊗right. Thus, in order to enumerate all valid
trees: we enumerate values of size of left subtree (ls) with
(0 until size) and the root element (m) with range; pair them
with ((0 until size) ⊗ range); and map all such pairs to pro-
duce all tuples that encode valid binary search trees of size
s and range r. The resulting tuples are then mapped with
a function that constructs instances of Node.

For trees of size 15 and range (1..15) this code enumerated
all, more than 9.6 ·106, trees in just a few seconds. The code
outperform test generation tools such as Korat, which time-
outs for sizes greater than 11 and is slower 3 orders of mag-
nitude for size 10, and constraint-based generation which
is slower up to 2 orders of magnitude. Additionally, spec-
ification in Korat takes more than 100 lines of code, while
SciFe enumerator takes around 25. Seeing the capabilities
of enumerators in the light of flexible data structure gener-
ation and bounded-exhaustive testing, SciFe offers a concise
and modular way for specifying enumerators that are very
efficient in generating complex data structures.

3. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
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trait Tree
case object Leaf extends Tree
case class Node(l: Tree, v: Int, r: Tree) extends Tree

Figure 2: Definition of the binary search tree data
structure

val bst = rec[(Int, Range), Tree]({ case ((size, range), self) ⇒ {
if (size == 0) Leaf
else {
val left: Depend[(Int, Int), Tree] = self ↓
{ case (ls, m) ⇒ (ls, range.start to (m−1)) }

val right: Depend[(Int, Int), Tree] = self ↓
{ case (ls, m) ⇒ (size − ls − 1, (m+1) to range.end) }

((0 until size) ⊗ range) � (left ⊗ right) ↑ {
case (( , root), (lt, rt)) ⇒ Node(lt, root, rt) }

}}})

Figure 3: Enumeration of (ordered) binary search
trees

We ran a set of experiments and evaluated the perfor-
mance of generating several data structures. We compared
SciFe to two existing approaches. All benchmarks and de-
tails about the experimental methodology are publicly avail-
able on the tool’s website given in the Appendix.

Platform for Experiments. The experiments were ran
on a processor with 3.4Ghz clock speed and 8MB of cache.
The environment consisted of 64b Linux, Java (and the JVM)
1.7.0 51 and GNUProlog 1.3. SciFe had Scala 2.10.3 as its cur-
rent version. Experiments were execute with imposed limits
of 200s for the timeout and 24GB for the total working mem-
ory. Timings were collected using ScalaMeter and per-tool
built-in timers, in case of SciFe and other tools, respectively.

Evaluation. Table 3 summarizes the comparison of mea-
sured performance. Data structures were generated with
SciFe (with memoization enabled), the constraint logic pro-
gramming (CLP) approach [16], and Korat [1]. We used
specifications available from their official repositories when-
ever possible (for some data structures we wrote specifica-
tions from scratch). For each benchmark, structures of dif-
ferent sizes were enumerated. For ordered data structures,
given ranges for the structure keys were determined by its
size. DAG and (more complex variant) Class DAG encode
directed acyclic graphs, which are not generated with CLP,
since CLP is limited to simple tree-like structures[16]. Class
DAGs represents generation of all valid models of Java class
hierarchies with methods; each type can be either a class or
an interface, while methods may be overloaded and sealed
(the results are given when the number of methods is set
to 2). The table tabulates the running time needed to gen-
erate all valid structures of a given size. Note that Korat
and CLP generate structures of the given size, while SciFe
enumerators enumerate all structures up to that size, when
data structures have inductive definitions. The table omits
numbers of generated data structures; all three approaches
generate all valid structures according to the given bound
(i.e. size).

In all experiments, SciFe outperformed both Korat and
CLP, except for generation of red-black trees, where CLP

used a highly-optimized logic specification3. We believe this
is due to the aggressive optimizations that allow little to
no backtracking (and thus smaller constant overhead) of the
search with Prolog, not due to worse scalability of SciFe to
larger red-black trees. Note that for some benchmarks, such
as heap arrays of size above 10, our framework experienced
garbage collection overheads.4

4. RELATED WORK
SciFe was motivated by the recent advances and popular-

ity of tools that support flexible and efficient element ma-
nipulation including Scala/Java 8 streams, scalaz and Play
enumerations. Enumerators in SciFe follow the common ap-
proach for designing a framework with combinators often
adopted not just in testing tools [4], but also in tools for
tasks such as term generation [20], and serialization [13].

Overviews of various techniques for generation of test in-
puts, particularly those for bounded exhaustive testing, can
be found in [19, 17]. SciFe aims at unifying features that are
supported in isolation in other tools for generation of test
inputs, such as exhaustive generation [15], memoization [6],
and lazy evaluation [7].

Constructive generators. SciFe is similar in spirit to
other tools that follow the constructive approach for test
input generation [5, 6, 15, 7]. These tools aim at pro-
viding simple generators of values together with means for
their composition, either through tool-specific interfaces [5],
higher-order functional combinators [6, 15], or low-level non-
deterministic primitives [7]. Although characterized with
flexibility and efficiency, going beyond generation of sim-
ple data structures with such tools can be challenging. By
supporting the concept of higher-order combinators, SciFe
offers the needed expressiveness to concisely define efficient
enumerations of complex data structures.

Declarative generators. Two test generation tools that
follow the declarative approach have been used in our exper-
imental evaluation [16, 1]. Declarative test input generation
tools can be very efficient in practice but are also highly
sensitive to given specifications which may greatly affect the
tool’s performance. SciFe aims at achieving flexibility and
modularity of specification, while offering better expressive-
ness and performance on many benchmarks.

Random testing. Random testing tools use random val-
ues to generate test inputs[2]. To increase coverage, some
techniques such as feedback-directed testing [14] or adaptive
random testing [3] are used to evenly spread generated in-
puts across the domain. Although focusing on exhaustive
generation, SciFe is also suitable for high-coverage testing
due to its support for efficient random access.

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
SciFe demonstrates that efficient automated generation

of complex data structures can be achieved by means of
enumerator objects and their composition. Higher-order
enumerators add the expressiveness to enumerate complex
data structures with invariants without the need for costly

3the optimization is performed with the help of an external
tool in multiple steps, which complicates the specification
significantly[16]
4there are more than 108 heaps of size 10, storing just point-
ers to their roots can thus take more than 4GB of memory
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Size
Binary search trees Heap arrays Red-black trees Sorted lists DAGs Class DAGs

SciFe/e CLP Korat SciFe CLP Korat SciFe CLP/no Korat SciFe CLP Korat SciFe Korat SciFe Korat

1 0/0 0 0.12 0 0 0.1 0 0/0 0.14 0 0 0.11 0 0.11 0 0.15
2 0/0 0 0.12 0 0 0.1 0 0/0 0.15 0 0 0.11 0 0.11 0 0.39
3 0/0 0 0.12 0 0 0.1 0 0/0 0.15 0 0 0.11 0 0.11 0.01 10.32
4 0/0 0 0.14 0 0 0.11 0 0/0 0.19 0 0 0.12 0 0.12 0.34 t/o
5 0/0 0 0.18 0 0 0.16 0 0/0 0.23 0 0 0.12 0 0.17 - -
6 0/0 0 0.23 0 0 0.34 0 0/0 0.28 0 0 0.15 0.01 0.3 - -
7 0/0 0 0.42 0.01 0.01 0.45 0.01 0/0 0.38 0 0 0.22 0.91 8.33 - -
8 0/0 0.01 1.6 0.06 0.08 1.31 0.03 0/0.01 0.62 0 0 0.29 126.69 t/o - -
9 0/0 0.03 11.8 0.52 0.81 12.19 0.05 0/0.04 1.8 0.01 0 0.41 - - - -
10 0.01/0 0.12 94.91 5.86 8.59 140.53 0.08 0/0.14 8 0.01 0.01 0.78 - - - -
11 0.03/0.01 0.47 t/o 28.21* 110.25 t/o 0.14 0.01/0.51 42.62 0.03 0.04 2.47 - - - -
12 0.06/0.03 1.84 t/o - - - 0.24 0.02/1.94 t/o 0.1 0.17 11.43 - - - -
13 0.21/0.11 7.31 t/o - - - 0.36 0.05/7.26 t/o 0.36 0.64 47.96 - - - -
14 0.82/0.44 29.42 t/o - - - 0.52 0.1/27.42 t/o 1.39 2.6 197.34 - - - -
15 2.57/1.44 109.11 t/o - - - 0.8 0.22/t/o t/o 5.51* 9.78 t/o - - - -

Table 3: Performance of generating data structures. SciFe/e denotes generation only of encoding of structures,
and CLP/no unoptimized red-black specification. Execution times are given in seconds (timeouts with t/o).
Times with ∗ include garbage collection, while - denotes the number of structures being greater than 231 − 1
(thus not enumerable by the considered tools).

generate-and-filter approach. Although writing specifica-
tions by defining enumerators differs from the existing con-
structive and declarative approaches, such specifications tend
to be more expressive and shorter when compared to some
of the existing approaches. We believe SciFe can be useful
and fit well in the toolbox of Scala developers.

APPENDIX
A. APPENDIX: PROJECT REPOSITORY

To find additional and updated information about SciFe,
please visit http://kaptoxic.github.io/SciFe. The source
code is available at http://github.com/kaptoxic/SciFe.
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